etwinning introduces the etwinning rooms

A Room is 'a mini group' with a forum and the option to create meetings (videoconference sessions) that are either open to members of the Room only, or to all eTwinners.

'Going beyond the borders of our city: our small homeland': Embedding etwinning into Polish national educational policy

With the support of the Polish National Support Organisation (NSO), students from High School No. VIII in Gdańsk had etwinning as a formal subject on their timetable. Through a curriculum based on carrying out an etwinning project, students collaborated with project partners and received a mark on their final transcript.

'Nature, my friend': raising awareness of protecting the environment through engaging nature-based activities

The project 'Nature, my friend' aimed at bringing children closer to nature, cultivating love and protecting the environment.

European Online Conference for etwinning Schools 2023: Investing in well-being and creativity at school as a pedagogical asset.

The European Online Conference for etwinning Schools 2023 took place from 24 May to 26 May. Participants deepened their knowledge on the notion of creativity and well-being, and explored how these ideas may be integrated into their teaching practice.
2020 Italian study on the impact of eTwinning now available in English

A 2020 study jointly conducted by INDIRE and the eTwinning National Support Organisation of Italy investigated the impact of eTwinning on in-service professional development for teachers in Italy. Originally published only in Italian, the study is now available in English, and it’s free!
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